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R4sum4. Des films d'hydrure MgH~ sont pr4par4s, hors de l'4quilibre thermodynamique,

par implantation d'ions H dons des films de Mg maintenus I 5 K. La
mesure

de la r4sistance et

de la magn4tor4sistance
en

fonction de la temp4rature met en 4vidence des effets importants de

localisation 41ectronique due au d4sordre atomique. Pour les foibles concentrations d'hydrogbne,

x
< 0, 3, la conductivit4 varie comme a +~

log(T), variation caract4ristique d'un comportement
domin4 par les effets de localisation £lectronique faible I 2 dimensions. La r4sistivit4 est trbs

sensible
aux

effets d'inhomog4n4it4, lids I la diffusion de H. Nous
avons

mod41is4
ces

effets
en

introduisant
un

coefficient g40m4trique variant
avec

la temp4rature. Pour les concentrations plus
41ev4es (0, 7 < x < 3), aprbs un recuit I 20 K, 50 K et 110 K, les films montrent 4galement
des effets de localisation mais la conductivit4 varie maintenant comme a +~

/fl, caract4ristique
d'un comportement tridimensionnel. L'analyse des r4sultats est compatible

avec
l'hypothbse

d'un systbme inhomogbne form4 du m41ange de deux phases avec des propr14t4s 41ectriques
contrast4es un "mauvais m4tal" et un

"bon m4tal" qui, I basse temp4rature, pourrait pr4senter

un 4tat supraconducteur
non

percolant.

Abstract. Metastable MgH~ hydride
was

prepared by H ion implantation into Mg films

at 5 K. The resistivity and magnetoresistance temperature dependence reveal weak localization

effects due to atomic disorder. At low hydrogen concentrations, x < 0.3, the conductivity varies

as a +~

log(T), typical of two-dimensional weak localization behaviour. The resistivity is also very

sensitive to the sample inhomogeneity, due to H diffusion, which
can

be modelled by introducing

a
temperature-dependent geometrical percolating factor G. At higher H concentrations, 0.7 <

x < 3, after annealing at 20 K, 50 K and 110 K, the samples also exhibit weak localization but

with three-dimensional behaviour I-e- a +~

/fl. Our analysis is consistent with the existence of
an

inhomogeneous system formed by
a mixture of two phases with contrasted conduction properties,

one of which is a
well-behaved metal, while the other displays the localization properties. The

results lead
us to identify the former phase to a non

percolating superconducting phase at low

temperature.
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1 Introduction.

In a previous experiment iii, we showed that the preparation of MgH~ hydride by H ion im-

plantation at low temperature (5 K) leads to a situation quite different from the usual insertion

of hydrogen under pressure at temperatures above 300 K. In the equilibrium-thermodynamics

case, the interstitial H at low H concentrations occupies the tetrahedral site in the hexagonal
structure of Mg, while at higher H concentrations a hexagonal-tetragonal transition occurs,

leading to the formation of a stable insulating dihydride MgH~. Low-temperature proton im-

plantation, even at H concentrations up to x +~
3, led to no structural change and no in-

sulating state was observed. A disordered MgH~ hydride was found; large low-temperature
(T < 110 K) annealing effects showed the instability of this material. This clearly shows that

low-temperature implantation-in which kinetic effects are quenched-leads to a phase diagram
which differs from equilibrium. However, as we show here, kinetic blocking does not prevent
the formation of a two-phase system. We have now made electrical resistivity measurements

that allow us to analyze the effect of disorder via the resistivity variation with temperature
and magnetic field B. Our results show I) weak localization effects it) inhomogeneity effects

and iii) evidence for the existence of a non-percolating superconducting phase at low magnetic
field and low temperature.

The weak electronic localization (WEL) theory [2] allows us to analyze the temperature and

magnetic field-dependent resistivity for H concentrations below 0.05. At higher concentrations

we are led to assume the existence of a random biphase system. One of the phases is highly
disordered and provides the major contribution to weak localization effects; the other phase is

composed of small, weakly connected metallic domains which, as we shall discuss below, may
display superconductivity at low temperature. The existence of sample inhomogeneity may be

related to quantum diffusion and for strain-induced diffusion of the implanted hydrogen. The

evidence for inhomogeneity will be discussed below, although it is difficult to provide a clear

description of the morphology of the inhomogeneities.
In the present paper, after describing (Sect. 2) the preparation and measurement tech-

niques of implanted MgH~ films, we present (Sect. 3) results for I) low hydrogen concentration

(x < 0.3) analyzed in terms of the WEL effects on the resistivity temperature and magnetic
field dependence; it) annealing effects at different temperatures, I-e-, after varying degrees
of H diffusion and defect annealing, and iii) high H concentrations with 0.7 < x < 3. The

magnetoconductance and resistivity p(T) variations for x =
0.3 could only be accounted for by

assuming the existence of an inhomogeneous sample with WEL effects in one of its components
and precursor effects of superconductivity in the other. Annealing leads to a residual resis-

tivity decrease and also to a decrease of the proportion of the superconducting phase, which

seems to have essentially identical T~ values in different (isolated) domains I-e- its intrinsic

features are nearly independent of the total hydrogen concentration x. Section 4 is devoted

to a discussion of the possible features of the superconducting state and the reasons for the

spatial heterogeneity of MgH~ films prepared by low temperature implantation.

2. Preparation and characterization.

Four identical films were prepared by evaporation of pure Mg on the same quartz substrate

from an electron gun source in a vacuum
of1o~9 torr. The average thickness as deduced from

the resistivity ratio measurements was 58 nm, in agreement with Rutherford Backscattering

measurements. The substrate was held at room temperature during the evaporation and the

films were
overlayed with 57 nm of SiO. For low temperature H implantation, the quartz
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substrate was mounted in a He cryostat coupled to the implanter [3], allowing a complete
in situ study of the resistance, temperature and magnetic field dependence of the Mg films

in the range 1.5 K < T < l10 K and 0 < B < 4 T at each fluence step. The hydrogen
implantations were

performed at 5 K and the incident energy of 4 kev was chosen so that the

implantation profile was nearly constant in the Mg film due to the presence of SiO overlay. A

fluence of 3 x
10~~ H/cm~ corresponds roughly to a concentration x =

I H/Mg; fluences up

to 9 x
10~~ H/cm~

were implanted. Other details on the experimental technique are given in

reference [I]
The electrical resistance and the magnetoresistance, I-e- R(T, B), were measured using a

low-frequency high-resolution ac bridge and a four-point probe technique. In order to prevent
heating and subsequent film modifications, the ac current was maintained below 500 nA.

The initial resistance changed with time even at low temperature, an effect which was larger
at larger concentrations and whose exact meaning is not entirely understood. In order to

measure the transport properties of stable films, we annealed them at 20 K, 50 K and l10 K.

Annealing at 20 K tends to stabilize the overall inhomogeneity of the MgH~, only weakly
changing the physical properties of the films. In contrast, annealing at 50 K and l10 K

strongly affected the residual resistivity of the films. These points will be analyzed in the next

section.

3. Results and analysis.

3. I LOW HYDROGEN CONCENTRATION SYSTEMS (x < 0.3). The first important feature

concerns the very large resistivity increase with hydrogen concentration for x < 0.3 the slope
~~

is equal to 2 pfl.cm per at. %H. This slope is systematically lower for
x > 0.7.

dx
Figure I shows the resistivity temperature-dependence p(T) in zero magnetic field for a

pure Mg film and for the same film charged with 30% hydrogen. The pure Mg film (Fig. la)

definitely displays metallic behaviour associated with a resistive ratio
~~~~~ ~~

=
6. The

p(4.2 K)
H-implanted film shows a negative temperature coefficient of the resistivity (TCR) at low

temperature, and the TCR is larger after annealing at 50 K (Fig. lb) than after a l10 K

anneal (Fig. lc). The hydrogen implantation has enhanced disorder, leading to the WEL

regime, which is well understood both experimentally and theoretically [2]. Annealing the

same film at higher temperatures leads to a reduction in the degree of disorder, I-e-, the

residual resistivity decreases. Simultaneously the resistivity minimum which characterizes the

competition between the phonon contribution and localization effects shifts towards lower

temperatures (16 K after a 50 K-anneal and 10 K after annealing at l10 K).
The localization effect is also clearly recognized in figure 2, which shows the magnetocon-

ductance 6Cn(B)
=

Cn(B) Cn(0) at 1.5 K for the pure Mg and MgH~ (x
=

0.05 and

x =
0.15) samples. Co is the conductance per square which is the relevant parameter in the

two-dimensional (2D) WEL r4gime. In the low field limit, the pure Mg film (lln
=

0.17 RID),

as shown in figure 2a, follows Kohler's law with a parabolic conductivity dependence and a

negative magnetoconductance: 6Cn
+~

-B~ (solid line in Fig. 2a). As the magnetic field

increases (for B > I T),
we expect the perturbation of electron motion due to the magnetic

field to overcome the effect of the crystal lattice periodic potential so that magnetic breakdown

occurs [4]: these effects change the magnetoconductance variation but not its sign. For the

x =
0.05 film (corresponding to lln

=
2.6 RID) a sign inversion of the magnetoconductance

occurs at low field. Indeed, the magnetoconductance is presumably due to two contributions:
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Fig. 1. Temperature variation of the resistivity for
a pure Mg film and the same

film charged with

H annealed at first at 50 K (b) then at 100 K (c).

the negative normal magnetoconductance given by Kohler's rule whose amplitude decreases as

the inverse square of p, and the anomalous positive magnetoconductance due to localization,
since MgH~ is certainly a weak spin-orbit coupling conductor. The solid line in figure 2b is a

theoretical fit obtained by describing the WEL contribution by [4]:

~~°~~~
21r2h

~°~ B~
~ ~

2
~

B
~~~

B~ is the characteristic inelastic temperature dependent field connected to the inelastic

coherence length L~ by the relation:

quation (I) holds in
the presence

of a pendicular
agnetic

field B
and for 2D ystems,

I-e-, when
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in which phase 2 is an insulator (for instance holes or cracks in a metallic film) characterized

by a volume fraction p and a conductivity a2 =
0; phase I is the conducting part with a

conductivity al at the crystallite scale. At low p values, the mixture is a conductor and

changes to an insulator at the percolation threshold p~. The conductivity variation reflects the

percolation law a = al (PC P)~ where t
+~

1.3 for a 2D system. G is related here to the term

(p~ p)~ and is a measure of the "effective width" (assuming two conductors in parallel) of

the remaining conducting phase. As the sample approaches the percolating threshold p~ from

below, a reduction of G from I for the homogeneous samples down to zero is observed [6-9]. For

our samples, the analysis indicates an inverse variation, namely an increase of G as the hydrogen
concentration increases. This behaviour is suggestive of another extreme case, in which phase

I is a superconductor (ai
=

oo) and phase 2 is a normal metal with a volume fraction p. The

conductivity divergence is then described by the percolation law: a +~ a2 (P Pc)~ with s +~
t

for 2D systems. As p approaches p~ from above,
a

and G increase as observed in our case.

This percolation picture corresponds to well-contrasted phases, while our MgH~ films
are

probably in fact a more intimate mixture of two different materials, both with finite conduc-

tivities al and a2. Nevertheless, our results show that inside phase I there must be a small

fraction of isolated domains which become superconducting at low T and which are in contact

with normal metal domains, while phase 2 is a normal disordered metal displaying Anderson

localization. In order to analyze our experimental results we retain the percolation model

by using a scaling argument [10]: the conductivity of a binary mixture near the threshold p~

depends on the conductivities of both constituents al and a2 (ai > a2) and is given by:

~ ~

a =
a(+'a(+' (4)

This relation reduces to a +~

@m in the 2D limit for which s +~
t. It allows us to estimate

the factor G. Note that effective medium theories, whose relevant parameters are also the vol-

ume fractions and conductivities of the various phases, give the same result [11]. By assuming
that weak localization takes place only in the less metallic medium 2, the correction to the

conductivity is:

Au
=

G 6a2 and G
+~

°~ (5)
a2

The factor G renormalizes the weak localization contributions. We may deduce it from the

magnetoconductance and apply the resulting values to the measured conductance in order to

check consistency.
Let us now consider the magnetoconductance temperature variation for the sample with

x =
0.3 :

the data are fitted using equation (3) (Fig. 3). The fit is excellent with this

modified 2D weak localization theory and we have extracted the parameters G and B~ for

different temperatures. B~ follows a
T~-law for temperatures larger than 4 K; this variation

is consistent with an electron-phonon scattering mechanism [12], the predominant process at

high temperatures. Electron-electron scattering can also give the same temperature dependence
at lower temperatures [13]. Below 3 K we observe an unusual increase of B~ with decreasing

temperature: this result is counter to expectations in a homogeneous sample, since the inelastic

scattering probability should decrease with T. We surmise that it is due to the failure of

equation (3) to approximate WEL in the heterogeneous structure at very low temperature.

Figure 4 shows the conductance variation with temperature for the same sample (x
=

0.3). It

is known that if the magnetoconductance variation is due to 2D weak localization, the expected

conductance-temperature variation should follow a logarithmic law; this is not observed in our

case since the conductance saturates at low temperature.
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The magnetoconductance results are consistent with a 2D WEL contribution, modified by
the temperature dependent coefficient G G increases when the temperature is lowered (see
inset, Fig. 4). If we correct, in the same way, the experimental 6Cn(T) variation with the

G factor deduced from the magnetoconductance analysis, we obtain the expected logarithmic
variation. From equation (5) the G temperature-dependence can be related to an increase of

al Such a variation of the conductivity of the more metallic part of the sample would occur if it

neared superconductivity in this temperature range. This interpretation is clearly speculative

at this point, but we have found no other explanation in the framework of the simple approach
described by equations (3) and (5) which fit the data remarkably well.

50 MgH~~ T=1.5 K

I 4 0

c~

&
~ ~

~C
= 2 0

ca

o
0

C° + before anneal.(31.7 ~Q.cm)
~

O anneal. 50 K (30.8 ~Q_cm)
A anneal, 110 K (20.7 ~Q.cm)

-1 0
0 2 3 4

B (teslas)

Fig. 5. Magnetoconductance
curves

of
an MgHo_~ film for different annealing temperatures. The

solid lines
are

calculated with the weak localization and Kohler contributions. Note the negative
magnetoconductance for the non annealed film.

3.2 ANNEALING EFFECTS. In order to further understand the role of hydrogen in our

sample, we have analyzed the annealing effect on magnetoconductance. Representative curves

of the magnetoconductance variation are shown in figure 5 for different annealing temperatures.
Raising the annealing temperature decreases the resistivity, and the decrease is enhanced above

50 K. The positive part of the magnetoconductance is still ascribable to 2D WEL as in equation
(3), but there are two deviations: I) the less resistive sample shows a magnetoconductance

maximum, clearly due to the Kohler negative magnetoconductance contribution; it) different

magnetoconductance signs are observed for the non-annealed film in the low field region: the

negative part decreases rapidly as the field increases. Without swelling on this effect in detail,

we note that the negative part disappears in the same way as the superconducting state vanishes

with applied magnetic field. In order to compare quantitatively with equation (3),
we treat

it as a constant contribution. The factor G decreases with increasing annealing temperature

f~~~ G
=

2 3 to 1,46 (50 K annealing) and 1.17 (110 K annealing). According to equation

(5) this decrease can be related to an increase of the conductivity of the less resistive phase

~
(yd~~g~n rn~v~s inside the sample even at low temperatures. This is consistent with our
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interpretation of G, and is related to the difference in heterogeneity between the local and the

macroscopic scales.

We wish to stress that, whether or not superconductivity occurs in the particular material,

our analysis shows how to obtain a signature of the existence of the WEL in an inhomogeneous
sample.

3.3 HIGH HYDROGEN CONCENTRATION (0.5 < x < 3). In reference (lj we found a marked

decrease in the electrical resistivity concentration dependence
~~

at higher concentrations. For
dx

x > 0.7, the slope
~~

+~
0.3 pfl.cm per at. % H is about one order of magnitude smaller than

dx

at concentrations x < 0.3 for which
~~

+~
2 pfl.cm per at. % H. In these high-concentration

dx
samples annealing reduces atomic disorder as well as the proportion of superconducting phase.
The superconducting properties are most apparent around x +~

0.7 and do not vary for larger
concentrations. This indicates that the superconducting phase corresponds to a nearly con-

stant x value. At higher concentrations, excess hydrogen presumably mostly travels to grain
boundaries.

Figure 6 shows the resistivity temperature dependence after annealing at l10 K. At this

temperature the H atoms certainly diffuse very quickly. The temperature below which the

resistivity increases with decreasing temperature becomes higher with increasing H concentra-

tion. For x +~
3 no resistivity minimum is observed below 100 K. The resistivity temperature

dependence below the minimum is close to the /fl law characterizing the three dimensional

(3D) weakly rdgime. At temperatures below 10 K, the conductivity is always proportional to
/fl for concentrations x > 0.7 as seen in figure 7: this temperature dependence is entirely

charac_teristic of 3D localized samples. This also correlates well with the magnetoconductance
variation which is always positive, I-e-, characteristic of a weak localization r4gime.

However the conductivity slope
~°

does not have a constant value independent of the
d/fl '

disorder, as predicted in the weak localization r4gime. This anomaly has several consequences:

I) it modifies the decrease of the residual resistivity the slope
~°

is roughly proportional tod/fl
the resistivity; it) at lower temperature we also observe (Fig. 7) small deviations from the /fl

law below 2 K for all concentration x > 0.7, corresponding to a conductivity increase. This

deviation is more pronounced for films before annealing and it disappears for films annealed at

110 K. This conductivity increase at low temperature can be related to a very dilute, unstable

superconducting phase; iii) the ratios between the slopes
~°

for different H concentrations
d/fl

are not modified by annealing.
Figure 8 shows typical magnetoconductance curves at different temperatures in a perpen-

dicular magnetic field. The observed positive magnetoconductance in our MgH~ films with

x > 0.7 reproduces the main features of the expected theoretical variation [14] and indicates

the presence of 3D localization, confirming the one deduced from the conductivity tempera-

ture dependence. At low temperature we observe an anomalous negative magnetoconductance
which increases with decreasing temperature: this anomaly is observed only at low magnetic
fields and disappears for B > 0.I T independently of the H concentration; this can also be

related to the assumed superconducting phase. For high-temperature anneals, this magneto-
conductance is also weakened. We have assumed the existence of two contributions to the

magnetoconductance: one is an offset which accounts for the negative (superconducting ?)
contribution, the other is the positive 3D WEL magnetoconductance (14] (the function F3 ix)
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Fig. 6. Resistivity temperature dependence of the high concentration films annealed at 110 K (x
=

0.7, 1-S and 3).

is defined in Ref. [14]):

6a(B)
=

offset +

£GfiF3 ~
(6)

21r h h B~

The fitting is performed with the parameter B~, and with G which describes the sam-

ple's inhomogeneity. The agreement obtained for the positive magnetoconductances (Fig. 8)
is remarkable. The factor G is again temperature-dependent and decreases with increasing

temperature: the result is similar to the analysis of the MgHo_~ films. The determination of

B~ gives a diffusion length L~ around 50 nm which is somewhat shorter than the film thick-

ness, I-e-, it favours the 3D situation, but the difficulties met in the low H concentration limit

(Fig. 3) occur again insofar as the interpretation of B~ is concerned (see the non-monotonic

temperature dependence of B~).

4 Discussion.

Hydrogen insertion in Mg by low-temperature implantation leads to a new hydride. We have
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Fig. 7. Conductivity temperature dependence for three different films (x
=

0.7, 1.5 and 3) annealed

at 20 K, 50 K and 110 K. For the first two anneals, the conductivity begins to increase at T < 2 K.

This is related to the non,percolating superconducting phase discussed in the text. (The curves have

been shifted vertically).

observed and analyzed several different effects:

1) due to atomic disorder, WEL affects the resistivity. This is well established experimen-
tally by the resistance and magnetoresistance temperature variation. The WEL is governed, in

large part, by the hydrogen concentration as we go from the 2D limit at low H concentration

to 3D at high H concentration (x > 1.5). For x =
3 the resistivity minimum occurs beyond

100 K, a temperature which is much higher than that found for other metals with similar local-

ization effects. The increase of the resistivity below 100 K cannot be related to semiconducting
behaviour because p(T) is proportional to W with no exponential law.

2) From our analysis, there is evidence of a more complicated effect related to the inhomo-

geneity of MgH~ we are led to postulate the existence of more than one pure homogeneous
disordered phase. These different phases are likely both disordered, with different H concen-

trations and hence different electronic structures. But due to low-temperature diffusion of
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curve.

The solid lines correspond to the positive 3D weak electron localization (Eq. (6)) and the resulting
values for G and the offset are shown in the inset.

hydrogen and the instability of these different phases there are annealing effects at low tem-

perature which decrease the atomic disordered and hence the residual resistivity, as well as

the resistivity temperature minimum due to localization effects. An important feature is the

percolation law due to this inhomogeneity, which was analyzed for
x =

o.3 and x =
1.5 using

the magnetoconductance results.

3) Our results suggest the existence of a superconducting phase in MgH~. The experimental
evidence for this is I) the small increase of Au (Fig. 7) below T

=
1.5 K; it) the existence, at

low magnetic fields, of a negative magnetoconductance (Fig. 8) related to the superconducting
critical fields; iii) the increase of the factor G at low temperature which can be explained

(Eq. (5)) by the conductivity increase of phase 1. However, the total resistance never goes

to zero
which implies that the superconducting phase 1 is very dilute and that the system is

well above the percolation threshold. Note that proximity effect-induced superconductivity in

normal regions of the sample would also lead to a decrease of p at lower temperature.

The existence of a superconducting phase would be in line with existing results on implanted
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hydrides. Low temperature implantation, with kinetic blocking of H motion, may favour sites

in which the electron added by H contributes to the density at the Fermi energy on the H

site; the formation of MgH or MgHi~~ could then give T~ values similar to those of Al or

low temperature,implanted AIH~ [15] if the optical phonon energy is sufficiently low. Of

course, the transfer of a large fraction of the hydrogen electrons increases the free energy of the

metal and does not favour thermodynamic stability [16]. This ties in with the time,dependent
conductivity relaxation at 4.2 K [I]. Along the same lines, annealing at higher temperature can

decrease or even erase the superconducting volume fraction, due to higher H diffusion under

elastic stress (Gorsky effect).
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